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MY BROTHER’S
^ y iT H FEW EXCEPTIONS the
press, and most of the politi
cians. view the impending arrival of
some 30.(100 Uganda Asians as a
disaster for the people of Britain.
Jn reality, of course, it is a disaster
only for the Asians themselves. Dcported from the country of their birth
by a power-crazed nationalist dic
tator. made homeless, and almost
destitute, and forced to seek refuge
in a country where hatred of all
coloured peoples is assuming men
acing proportions, their future looks
erim. For the British it could onlv
be a disaster if decent people remain
passive in the face of the efforts by
evil men to crcal bloody racial con
flict out of the plight of these
frightened and unhappy people.
Enoch Powell, the National Front
and the Daily Express (why do trade
unionists work for this wretched rag?
Is it for money?) would have us
believe that the arrival of the Asian
refugees is akin to an invasion by
a horde of savages intent only on
looting, rapine, and spreading dirt
and disease to cvcrv♦ corner of the
country. Raising high their Union
Jacks, they call on all true-blue
British patriots to man the barricades
and repel boarders. The sick men
and women of (he fascist National
Front Translate" into the language of
Smithfield Meat Market the ‘schol
arly' racialism of Enoch Powell and
listening to their speeches being re
ported on radio and TV sends a
shudder down the spine
The object of their obscenities
is. of course, to paint a picture of
all coloured people as being less
than human. Tn the same way that
Hitler prepared the German people
to tolerate gas-chambers by depicting
Jews as sub-human. In some ways
Powell, the British Hiller, has an
easier job than the Nazis for it is
our brutal imperialist past that in
clines so many of us towards feelings
of superiority towards all people with
non-white skins.
When the British arrived in India,
in Burma, in Malaya, in the West
Indies, in Africa and in Ireland, they
came armed to the teeth and really
did terrorise the native populations
—stealing their land, prostituting
their women, and forcing them to
work at back-breaking toil to keep
a small minority of rich exploiters
in luxury and idleness. Here is the
real basis of that colour prejudice
which affects all classes in this
country and makes Enoch Powell
probably the most popular politician
in Britain today.
It is not only Tory Councils that
strongly object to Asians entering
their cities: the Labour-controlled
Councils in Manchester. Leicester
and Newham all urgently plead with
the Government to exempt them
from taking refugees. On the other
hand, the small South Wales town of
Ponlardawe (Labour-controlled) and
the towns of Harrogate and Stroud
(Tory-controlled) have offered to
house some of the refugees in local
Council houses.
The Wolverhampton Tories have
called for a general strike to slop
the ‘invasion’ and so. if the Daily
Express is to be believed, have a
minority of Smithfield porters and
London dockers. Racialism bids fair
to go on the rampage.
In vain will decent people argue
that the Uganda Asians are not
like our noble British forefathers.
TTicy come not with arms to steal

and pillage. They arc victims of
our imperialist past who want only
to be allowed to peacefully earn a
living by using their not inconsider
able skills in useful occupations. To
racialists the Asians are not while,
and that is enough.
Look, thev• will sav.
• we already•
have a million unemployed! And
so we have—-but the Asians arc in
no way responsible for that. Tt is
not their fault that capitalism (upon
which Enoch Powell thrives) uses
technological inventions not to
lighten the burden of labour but to
throw men out of work in the in
terests of bigger and bigger profits.
About 40 years ago. there were more
than three million out of work in
Britain—and not a black face to be
seen anywhere?
But they will compete for houses
and we already have thousands of
homeless! Well, that loo is not the
fault of the Asians. Tn the first place,
they didn't ask to come here—they
were driven here. In the second
place, it is not their fault if the
people of Britain tolerate homeless
ness while a rich minority own two.
three, and even four houses, have
large mansions in spacious estates
while the majority arc forced to live
in overcrowded cilics. Nor is it
their ftmli that building workers, who
could build homes, instead build
office blocks and motorways because
their employers make more profit
from such things. Nor is it their
fault that homeless people allow
whole villages in the nicest parts of
the country to be occupied for a
mere three months in the year, as
second homes for the rich, and for
the rest of the time stand empty.
Eight MILLION tourists come to
Britain every year and all arc housed,
and well fed by a country which
regularly destroys eggs. milk, butter
and fruit to keep up prices. A further
30.000 mouths to feed could not
possibly throw any strain on the

Little Ugandan Asians happily scampering in the back streets
of llighfield, Leicester.
Phillip Goodheart. a Tory MP who.
food resources of this country.
■
ns riling in yesterday's Sunday Tele
However, all these arguments— graph^ challenged those who say the
correct though they are. and urgent Asians should be welcomed, to put
though it is to make them—will their line words into practice. He
have little elfcct on racialists nor. is worth quoting at some length.
unfortunately, will they convince the
This new fever that threatens to
homeless and the unemployed. After
all. what we are saying arc only endanger community relations in this
words and it is deeds that count. In country might he soothed if those of
this respect, we must agree with us who acquiesced in and out of

Building Workers’ Strike

ONE WE MUST WIN
HE BUILDING WORKERS* Strike
is now in its tenth week. By the
cad of this week over 300.000 workers
arc expected to have joined the stoppage.
While national trade union leaders
arc claiming that the strike is still on
a selective basis, mobile pickets are
visiting sites, holding meetings, recruit
ing members, and persuading them to
join the strike. They are making it an
all-out stoppage.
It would be untrue to say that every
one welcomes the pickets. Many build
ing workers, fed up with the low basic
wage and poor conditions, have short
sightedly become self employed with a
‘lump* labour-only ’subby*. Both large
and small contractors have been happy
to sub-let work to the ‘lump* man as a
deliberate act to keep the basic wage to
a minimum and to undermine trade
union organisation. Tax dodges and
non-payment of social insurance con
tributions prevents these men from
obtaining sickness or injuiry benefits
and places them at Ihe mercy of the
‘subby’.
These men are often forced lo work
all the hours under the sun for an
agreed day rate payment. This leads lo
shabby work. Where this occurs on
local authorities and GLC estates, men

T

employed direct have lo pul right the
errors and bad .workmanship at added
expense to the general public. This is
noi only a waste of public money but
also undermines the very principle of
direct labour schemes.
The ‘lump* merchants destroy every
thing trade unionists have struggled to
achieve. On one hotel site where I was
picketing Iasi week they were creeping
in through hales in the hoarding ai 6.30
in the morning. This wasn't just to
dodge the picket but had been their
normal starting time. None had received
overtime payments or fares as prescribed
in (he industry's Working Rule Agree
ment.
Recent Government legislation has not
ended these practices, Loopholes have
been found to evade the new regulations.
The ‘subby* has only to register himself
as a limited liability company at a
cost of £35. His 'lump1 gang carry on
and if the authorities catch up with him
he goes into liquidation. He can then
start up ns a new company for another
£3$ and begin operating again.
Iliis strike has brought out into the
open how prevalent the Mump* in in the
industry. But after explaining our cusu
for the claim and discussing the merits
of slrong trado union organisation und

Parliament in the liberal distribution
of British passports now acknowl
edged a personal responsibility for
these unfortunate human beings, ft
might help if we. personally, helped
to provide shelter and succour—and
what a magnificent gesture It would
he if Chequers could be used tem
porarily to provide shelter for some
of these refugees. . . . The challenge
is perfectly plain. lM those of us
who actively or passively made this
commitment to the Ugandan Asians
accept our personal responsibility.
If we do not. it will hardly he sur
prising if the response of the British
public to this important challenge is
surly, despondent and sour. ('Sunday
Telegraph'. 27.8.72.)
Whatever the reasons which im
pelled Mr. Goodheart to issue this
challenge, it must be accepted. Those
of us who believe in the brotherhood
of man must pul our principles into
practice.
Peace News, for good and noble
reasons, has issued a similar chal
lenge. They, too. stress our personal
responsibility. An editorial in last
week’s issue concluded with these
w'ords:
. . . those of us who so easily
say that we want the 'cultural variety’
of the Ugandan Britons, and who
so easily say that it is just common
humanity to accept them, will be the
least affected by their coming. Why
can't the Ugandan refugees go to
Hampstead. Altringham, Chelsea, the
Wirral or North Devon? No reason.
It is there, in the under-occupied
hottses i>j the miildle glasses that
room &~rcr-be~fo<fnd.— PrdBdbfy
majority of the Ugandan refugees
do not have relatives in this country.
They will gravitate to existing Asian
communities because there they will
be sure of their welcome. There is
no reason why WE shouldn’t give
that welcome. This is not to argue
for a policy of absorption through
dispersal, hut to argue for new com
munities where there is room. Wilt
you give room to a refugee family?
We wholeheartedly endorse the
sentiments expressed by Peace News.
Tt is people, by their actions, who
will change the climate of public
opinion on the plight of the Ugandan
Asians — as on all other social
problems. Leaving it to politicians
and to governments is just dodging
the issue. We must take up the
challenge. When all the talking haa
been done, the answer to that ageold question: ‘Am I my brother’s
keeper?’ is—-‘Yes. you are!*
E ditors .

ox&clly tho same way that the Building
the benefit* thi* can bring, the 'lumper* Trades fought and won the three weeks’
holiday which enabled us also to demand
arc joining in the struggle.
the three weeks* holiday.'
OFFICIAL SCABBING
Our struggt© will certainly strengthen
However pickets lines have not only any future claims by electricians and
been crossed by 'lumpers’ but also by plumbers. We are all building workers
members of the Electricians and and any divisions will only assist the
Plumbers Trades Union. No real agree employorv It is bad enough belonging
ment was reached between the building to separate unions, although it must also
unions nnd the EPTU. Mr. Chappie, be admitted than an industrial union
the general secretary of the EPTU, has docs not necessarily mean a militant
instructed his members to virtually policy and attitude towards the em
cross the picket lines and go to work. ployers. Workers have to forge their
There instructions have placed both tho own links of brotherhood to ensure
pickets and the EPTU members in an support nnd solidarity. Collective notion
invidious position. Many have refused against those who enslave us is the only
lo cross the picket lines and arc assisting weapon workers have to combat tho
those on strike as building woikcfs. unequal power tho employing class
Others have obeyed Mr. Chappie with exert.
Mr. Chnpple wants to keep his mem
ensuing clashes between worker and
bers
at work and has asked the TUC
worker.
The unofficial London Action Com to intervene to ensure this. Obviously
mittee of electricians have issued n Mr. Chappie docs see the contradiction
leaflet asking EPTU members not lo In seeking help from an organisation
cross picket lines and pointing out to which his union is defying on ihc ques
them to: ‘Remember that when the tion of registration under the Industrial
Building Workers win their demand Relations Act.
Contracting Electricians will be in n
much stronger position to fight for a PUTTING T ill: BRAKES ON
But the same altitude exists with the
•ulntnutial increase in the Contracting
Industry, and also to demand that the leaders of tho Union of Construction nnd
on
35-huur-wcck Ire extended lo us In
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answer some of these questions H conlain* j mass of information and insights
which hasc been brought together probAh?> for the first time The book is
ill sided into tsso; Old age is looked al
as a subject in Msclf in one part—the
hotorv of old age. the differences be
tween one culture and another in the
position of the old. etc.; in the other
part, old age is looked at as an experience
through the voices and eves of the
old. There is a cause for regret there,
in that the light provided is held up by
the author on the subject; this book
would be unnecessary if the old spoke
up for themselves loud enough for their
families and doctors to hear. Their
words arc put in Mmc. dc Beauvoir’s
framework and if that is better than
a social worker destroying the life in
his subject by reporting them at thirdhand. it is still hurtful in this particular
ease.

OLD \C»I. I») S. dc llcausoir (published
1972 by Andre Dcal\(h and Wcidcnfcld
& NicoKon a t C4.50).
I I WX I.CH'K at The FJdrrly • a Hand•*• /vv*t on Carr and Srrviccs published
and reprinted man\ limes by the National
Council of Social Service in London,
v r get a rather dillcrent impression of
the same subject front that given in
Old Age by Simone dc Beauvoir, which
has recently been published here two
years after iLs French appearance.
The former is a factual publication
from a body which specializes in such
handbooks; there is thus no indignation
at the level of pensions and benefits for
the old. or comment on the way they
arc often treated by the State and local
or voluntary bodies: quite the opposite
of what we find in Simone dc Beauvoir’s
book.
In the model rest homes, the Ed
wardian asylums and remaining workhouses which accommodate them, the
treatment of the old seems to vary
according to how honestly old age is
seen in the society. In America, where
their treatment is appalling mainly be
cause providing services for them is a
profitable business, they arc known as
‘senior citizens' and ‘old folks*. It is
felt that mere ‘old’ or ‘aged' is too
brutal, even ’elderly' is unwelcome. The
same terms arc coming into use here,
but at the present lime arc not universal.
Appendices to the book give more in
formation on the old in some countries,
notably the USSR and the Eastern bloc
countries and the USA. The bulk of
the evidence in the main text which
relates to the present time comes from
France, though information is drawn
frontmans vourccN 1 he appendices were
not written b\ Mine dc Beauvoir From
all this evidence it seems abundantly dear,
that in this area of life, the rest of the
world is destined to follow where the
USA has led.
ANOTHER AGE—
ANOTHER WORLD
Yet why is it that this huge population
—one assumes them so readily to be a
mass apart—is as obscure as it is?
There arc more old people relatively than
ever, and though death takes increasing
numbers after 60. many remain in very
good shape to 70 and 80. But they count,
as a group, for very little, either politically
or socially. There arc a few exceptions,
able and vigorous elderly writers or
politicians who remain in the puhlic
eye. but most old people arc culturally
non-existent. They arc assumed to be
‘takers’ not ‘givers because of their

END OF CREATION
The first part contains so much in
formation of dillcrcnt sorts, that it is
probably better not to attempt to read
it all straight through. Certain sections
here, notably the part on old age in other
societies, rely wholly on second hand data
of poor or indifferent quality; in any
cnsc. the author is not an anthropologist
and seems ill at ease putting the material
(which comes from the files of the French
Institute of Anthropology she tells us)
in a simple form. The data was not
collected with ‘old age’ in mind either
There is another unsatisfactory case of
this in part 2 where the author is writing
about the effects of old age (sec Old
Age in Everyday Life*); this reads like
a textbook in places and because the
author has no experience of the ideas
in practice, what she says cannot he
relied on as being universally true (for
instance, psychoanalysis is more import
ant in France than here, where it has
no influence in geriatrics). On the other
hand, in part 2, there is the best section
of the book called ‘The Discovery and
Assumption of Old Age'
Here she
combines sympathetically the recorded
opinions of writers and artists and public
figures of many centuries as they found
themselves to be old. This is really
very interesting, plainly old age comes as
u great shock to nlmost everyone (unless
they have spent it lifetime preparing for
it) and a great upsetter of fixed notions
and habits. This is also the best-written
part of the book, the author is in
sympathy with her personalities and ob
viously has felt many of the same
things herself
But if you read this
part, you cannot help noticing what
sort of people she is compelled to write
about—they arc all the ‘privileged’ elite
who have left some trace of their
opinions and who often arc remembered
because they were famous in their own
day: very different from mum or dad
and the old people’s home, you may
think. Personally though. I think that
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would be a mistaken conclusion
UK II VNI> r o o u

I be main thesis til the book is Mated
at the beginning and »v that we che.it
otirxclvcv and iSfcfvonc else about old
age. biding Uwnmple.ivant facts about
poverty, loneliness acul tcicclion
I bo
book xcl> out to Bet ml « pdilid condition,
the revolt of the combination of being
economically %cwppc*l wul powcvxcd of
declining powers. Mmc dc Beauvoir
want* to expose the sham in order to
expove the society which fosters it. She
writes:
’ll i* by concentrating one’s efforts
Upon the molt unfortunate, the worst
used of all. that one can successfully
shake a society to its foundations . . .
that men should remain men in the
last ycats of their life would imply a
total upheaval of ‘,,ir society.’
The bourgeois elite (in France more
bourgeois and more elite than in England
or the USA) have a rm*rc comfortable old
ngc; financial jfecurity insulates them.
Yet even thU b only partly true, just
as it is true that old people arc often
to blame for their own poverty through
hoping their old ngc would never arrive.
Old age is a c o m m o n condition; in the
very best private clinics like the one
her own mother died in, the old arc
treated very roughly and without con
sideration. They have dour nothing but

what they ore carnet them to he treated
harshly.
Mme sic Beauvoir hna, of
course, written about this In A Very
tuny Pettit, where her mother is dying
from cancer and is subjected to a very
humilinling pbkcm by the doctors! she
is forced to die or get well.
Thai hook was as good as this book,
for all that this one lus a vast scope
and ambitious aim. There are defects
which limit this hook. I have already
mentioned that some parts arc much
more useful, it seems to me. than others.
Related to this is what I feel about
Mmc. dc Beauvoir as a writer. Her
‘political’ concern with old age really
makes little sense and the hook falls
to justify her avowed thesis. One reason
is that much of what she writes is n
little dubious. In 1940 she tells us
the English slums were inhahited entirely
by old people. She is not referring to
mental hospitals there, but town quarters;
surely she is wrong. Factually there arc
several minor errors of date. etc. but
the famous French ‘provincialism’ of out
look causes some schoolboy-type howlers:
‘When habit is engrained in a man’s life
it makes it richer . . . for example the
ceremony of lea among the English . .
(she is referring to 4 o'clock tea). The
publisher has provided n poor index,
footnotes of very' little use because so
few and far between and no lists of
sources, or anything like that.

Short History of the CNT
FACTS ABOUT SPANISH RESISTANCE — 2 — M U M IS TIIF. CNT?
Published by The Anarchist Black Cross.
10 GBIicrt Place, London, \V.C,I. Price
10p.
HE NOW EXII FI) Spanish militant.
T
Miguel Garcia Garcia, says in his
foreword to his translation of this work.
‘Jose Pci rats cnjo>' nrc.it prestige as a
historian not onl\ m the Spanish and
international anar*. m syndicalist move
ment. but amongst professional historians,
many of whom owe their entire research
upon the Spanish I ’”*our movement to a

&

ANARCHISM

MARXISM AND ANARCHISM by Eric
J. Ilohshussrn.
O IN C E BETTY REID S The Ultra Left
in Britain the Communist Party has
indulged in a rather ignorant attack
on Maoists, Trotskyists and anarchists.
Recently anarchists have received special
attention. Firstly the works of Marx,
Engels, Lenin on Anarchism and A n
archo-Syndicalism were republished. The
attacks in this really boring book arc
confined mainly to Stimer and Proudhon

More
Bike-Ins
CAMPAIGN for bikeways in
London, opened on Saturday by 150
cyclists, will continue with another hikein on September 16. This was agreed
at a meeting of cyclists in Battersea Park
immediately after notice was served on
the GLC that the bikeways campaign
had begun.
‘The bike routes proposed by Prof
Peter Hall arc hoing amended following
Saturday's experience. Two objectives
arc immediate!) obvious,' said a Commit
ment spokesman.
We will concentrate on bikeways for
commuters, not only within central Lon
don. but through arterial routes to the
suburbs.
'Bikeways for pleasure, linking parks,
theatres, concert halls and railway sta
tions, arc also planned.
‘We believe wn are fighting, not only
cars on the road’ said the Commitment
spokesman, but cars in the head.'
Strong links were established between
various ecology action groups and in
dividuals on Saturday’s bike-in which
arc expected to be vital in increasing
numbers on September 16.
Further details please contact:
Brian Milton,
Commitment House,
26 Grosvcoof Road,
S t Albans, Herts,
or
Chris Parrish, nt
St. Albans (code 56) 52381
F |X |||- .

scrutiny of his definitive works.’
It hardly seems possible that a writer
so prodigious and authoritative as PciraLs.
indefatigable with his pen as ever, lives
in exile, in impoverished circumstances,
at 65 years of age dependent upon social
security after a lifetime as a worker,
while academics on comfortable grants
utilise his research as their own *
The 25-page pamphlet contains an
excellent short history of the Confeder.icion Nacionnl del Trabajo from its in
ception in 1911—showing, also, that the
‘orthodox’ Socialist L’GT was formed
beer than was the CNT and is thus the

with occasional mentions of ‘Bakuninites’.
Secondly a pamphlet produced by some
London University Communist students
called Marxism and Anarchism by Eric J.
Hobsbawm has appeared.
Hobsbavvm starts with a consideration
of the Spanish civil war labelling the
CNT anarchist instead of syndicalist. He
praises the heroism and calls it 'admirable
but hopeless’. However he condemns
that dreadful anarchist disease of volun
tarism' and by implication wanted con
scription into the militias. Of course
no mention is made of the ‘voluntarism’
of the Spanish Communists’ militias and
the International Brigades. The author
then finds two apologcas for the decline
of Communism in favour of Anarchism.
Firstly Stalin's death threw the world
Communist Parties into disarray. Sec
ondly u *. . . rise of revolutionary
discontent among students and intellec
tuals. at a time when objective historical
factors in the developed countries do
not make revolution appear very* prob
able'.
This second statement is laughable.
First if anarchists arc intellectuals and
students why is anarchist presence in
universities so small? This type of

A LIFETIME'S WORK
Hut the force of the hook lies in its
seeing the subject as important; it Is
important but quite as likely to induct
groans and v.iwns here as in France.
It i« important too. for the very reasons
the author states and which I agree with;
to paraphrase them* some people art
treated in such a way that the latent
hate in the relationship kills them off
slowly, this happens to old people and
it is scry wrong Mmc dc Beauvoir was
a good Catholic girl many many years
ago and wrote most beautifully about
it in her autobiography, I'm not con
vinced she is still not tome sort of
a Catholic
Intellectually, of course,
that is nonsense. But she has taken up
a subject as a leftist intellectual which
the ‘left’ as .» whole is so bored with;
it is n subject which interests ‘humani
tarians'. She is old now, her mother
recently died—excuses enough for chin
book but not enough to convince me
she has wholly left her tidy childhood
self behind.
There arc two or three different bookf
lurking within Old Age. Much of what
it docs has been better done in novels
and plays; her own extensive reliance
on this kind of source indicates that
For all that—and I must say that Old
Age seems neither a successful nor an
endearing hook—it is worth looking at;
it is a necessary book.

‘splinter’ group of the Spanish workingclass movement.
The pamphlet ends with the Rule Book
of the CNT.
T he emancipation of the workers must
be the work of the workers themselves,'
this document begins. Some of the pro
visions might worry some libertarians—
frankly, I doubt if J. as a syndicalist,
would have been helluva keen on joining
CNT. T o criticise in public those com
rades given places of confidence in our
organisation is to devalue the organis
ation.’ Surely not an anarchist case of
‘don’t rock the boat, lads’.
This pamphlet is well produced, well
researched and a good 2 bob’s worth.
Ia n S . S u t h e r l a n d .

‘petit-bourgeois anarchist* bit is a good
joke for those who day after day read
the theoretical article on page two of
Morning Star, nearly always by some
academic, and recall the ‘Craig affair’
where a lecturer denied a ‘marxist’ bias,
that is admitted a conformist bourgeois
bias. The number of intellectuals the
CPGB can muster, along with their con
stant encouragement of students to ‘get
on in life’ shows that the author is living
in an isolated state. Also if revolution
docs not seem likely in ‘developed
countries’, where docs it seem likely?
Obviously Hobsbawm doesn’t know his
Marx. Time and again Marx stressed
that revolution—in a socialist not a
nationalist—sense can only occur in a
developed country Also objectively I
suppose Hobsbawm didn’t think France
May 1968, Italy 1969, and so on, were
revolutionary'. It may be of course
that I don't mean revolution as the
CPGB means revolution, but if anything
what I understand is revolution is far
more than the CPGB’s hybrid of pnrliamentarianism and Stalinism.
Needless to say the old Stirncritc,
terrorist, individualist, anti-organisation
is dutifully included.
No need to
comment, it is just lies like a hundred
times before.
As the saying goes with enemies like
this we hardly need friends?
D.B.

Building Workers
Continued front page 1
Allied Trades and Technicians and the
Transport and General Workers’ Union.
They also want to control the strike by
selecting the sites they want to bring
out. Rank and file members are filled
with enthusiasm and arc spreading the
strike. The national lenders could hire
coaches to help pickets get round the
sites, but instead of doing this, they arc
trying to get local authority workers to
go back to work. Rather than make it
nn all-out struggle they arc trying to
put the brakes on.
The union's tactic of signing company
agreements with firms who arc willing
to pay the £30 is really weakening the
struggle. Firstly, only one of these com
panies was a member of the employers’
federation, since expelled for signing.
Secondly, although 100 companies havo
signed, they are only small firms.
Thirdly, by agreeing to a retum-to-work

for these companies' operatives, it will
have a demoralizing effect on those still
on strike. Fourthly, none of the com
panies have agreed to a cut in hours
worked.
There is no room for compromises
with individual firms. An all-out struggle
is the only way to win against the
employers who arc determined to resist
our demands. They can easily afford
the claim. But what is al stake is the
workers’ future in an industry that is
dangerous and corrupt. If this dispute
is not successful trade union organisation
will receive a further setback, but a
victory will bring more workers into
trade union activity. A victory' is essen
tial for the dignity of the building
worker who suffered not only low wages
but humiliating conditions for far too
long. We are now fighting back and art
determined to win.
P.T.

The Windsor Festival

Pleasant - but no Apocalypse
W in d s o r i*i o n . r / s lo m u i
began ns an idea of out comrade
Ilill Dwyer, and wa\ onginallv intended
nv a protest again*! the Night Assemblies
Kill. A la r g e number of young people
would camp out illcgath in Windsor
Great Park and defy the law. Hut then
the organisers ideas became more am
bitious. and the festival was seen as an
act of opposition to the entire existing
social order, including property and rent.
Tins tendency was strengthened when
Parliament dropped the Night Assemblies
Bill.
Bill Dwyer was joined by Paul Pawlowski, and a certain air of fantasy,
always there potentially, seemed to take
over completely. Not only was it to be
a protest against property, it wa> to be
a religious festival, dedicated to the
Greek goddess Aphrodite.
Although the press did their best to
encourage the idea of an orgy—the
Windsor paper, The Evening Mail,
carried a front page headline. ‘All Ready
for the Sex Festival’ (25.8.72). when the
present writer visited the site of the
festival everything was most decorous.
On the first visit, Friday afternoon,
nothing seemed to be happening at all,
a few young people were drifting into
the park, but there was no sign of any
thing else. On Saturday afternoon there
was more to see.
On a wooded knoll, some way into
the park, there was a crowd of a few
hundred people, some tents and vans,
and music playing.
Nothing very exciting was going on.
A few danced to the music, a larger
number just stood or sat. In spite of the
sartorial exuberance of the crowd the
atmosphere was very restrained and
British.
Two policemen patrolled round and
round, and a helicopter flew overhead.
What purpose that served it was difficult
to see. However, the air of peace was
deceptive. Eleven people had alreadybeen arrested and fined for carrying
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'drugs’, and Hill Dwyer hail been ousted
from hiv position as organiser by a
group of twenty-font young people, some
of whom were to be seen, complete with
armbands, setting up new loudspeaker
equipment.
Bill Dwyer and Paul Pawlrmski did
not seem to be present, but apparently
Hill was planning n new move, an in
vasion of the local polo ground, which
took place the following day.
According to the Guardian (28.8.72),
‘Hippies moved in on a polo match at
Virginia Water. Surrey*, yesterday and
roared like football fans as goals were
scored. About 150 had trooped over to
the Guards Polo Club from a pop
festival at Windsor Great Park. They
clambered over the scoreboard and
clapped and hooted as army players
trotted by on their ponies. One hippie
was dressed as Yogi Hear. Most left
about half way through the match.’
One comrade 1 spoke to. who had
attended other festivals, was glad that
there were so few- people. He had hated
the over-crowding at the bigger festivals.
Although in the planning stage Hill
Dwyer had talked of a possible attend
ance of a million, which would lead to
a social revolution (he hoped), it may
well be that the days of the big gatherings
arc over. The organisers of a Folk
Festival at Chelmsford were bitterly dis
appointed when only 3.500 people turned
up instead of the 30.000 expected. Hut.
although the organisers of there affair*
may not be pleased, this may be no bad
thing. A lot of small festivals, on a
manageable scale, would probably be
much more fun for those who go to
them than huge affairs where vast crowds
seethe amidst mud and heaps of rubbish.
Although the Windsor Council had
refuseJ to provide lavatories, the camp
site was quite clean. A rubbish pit had
been dug in one place Rather unfor
tunately it was right in the centre of the
camp, near where the band was, but no
doubt there were others, more remotely

Coleridge
Dear Comrades,
May 1 make one or two comments on
Arthur Moysc’s review appearing in the
August 19 issue of FREEDOM, referring
to that part in which he is writing about
Coleridge.
First, the book at the head of the
review, ’Poetical Works by Ernest Hartley
Coleridge’, is not of course discussed in
the text Hartley was S. T. Coleridge's
son. and never made the headlines in
the way that his father did. He seems
to have shared a weakness for stimulants
with Samuel Taylor, in that he was
dismissed from a fellowship at Oriel
College because of ’intemperance'—con
sidering university drinking habits then
and now this must have been pretty
heavy. After that, he seems to have
made no really original mark.
Second, in my view it would seem Mr.
Moysc has been too harsh on the poor
bard.
Granted he sold his pen to
establishment papers, but often only for
the sake of repaying those who had
helped him through lean times of sickness
and addiction. To pay olf debts, he
proposed taking up schoolmastcring or
journalism, but his real thought was
" . . . I could not love the man who
advised me to keep a school, or write
for a newspaper* Samuel Taylor might
in fact endear himself to advocates of
children’s rights when he wrote \ . From
infancy up to manhood, under parents,
schoolmasters, inspectors, etc., our plea
sures and pleasant self-chosen pursuits
(self-chosen because pleasant and not
originally pleasant because sclf-choscn)
have been forcibly interrupted and dull
unintelligible rudiments or painful tasks
imposed on us instead. Now all duly
is felt as command, and every command
must ollcnd. . .
S. T. Coleridge also seems to have
been on the ball when he wrote to his
brother George ’. . . one good conse
quence I expect from rcx'olution is
that individuals will sec the necessity
of individual effort . . . will purge o\\
that error . . . of attributing to Govern
ments a talismanic influence over our
x-irtues and our happiness . . .’—the fact
that a disappointment followed as regards
his and Wordsworth’s early hopes of
France docs not detract from this, in its
essentially anarchistic message. His more
compromised utterances have to be
weighed against his poor health and his
need to eal and support his family as
best he could, and as he himself wrote
of addiction to opiates \ . . I have in
this one dirty business of Laudanum

an hundred times deceived, tricked, nay.
actually and consciously lied* . . .—a
syndrome which perhaps only addicts or
depressive* will fully comprehend. The
physical pain which the enlarged con
dition of his heart caused him (a relic
of childhood rheumatic fever) gave him
every’ excuse for his weakness.
1 do not think Mr. Moysc has been
fair, either, in dismissing his contribution
to English literature, either in poetry
or criticism. It is not sufficient dismissal
of a work to recognise its antecedents
and sources (Kubla Khan), nor can The
Rim e of the A net cm Mariner be dis
counted as a trivial rhyme. Its film-like
exploration of a prolonged state of
spiritual despair is much more than that,
giving dramatic and visual realisation
to what would be otherwise tedious and
abstract Samuel Taylor Coleridge also
made a major impact in his new, per
sonalised, romantic approach to Shake
speare. helping to rid English literature
of the view that Shakespeare was inter
esting. but crude and mediaeval by com
parison with the sophisticated wit of
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the eighteenth century Finally, in his
Hiographia IJtcroria. among material of
all kinds, he gives illuminating insights
into the creative mind nt work, through
his doctrines of the Imagination and the
Fancy.
1 dare not plead his ease at any greater
length, save, after the recent spate of let
ter-. on Women’s Lib., to recall his un
happy marriage, separation from his wife,
and tho statement he made that in marriage
'
in order not to be miserable, you
must have a soul-mate as well as a
house or yoke-mate . . —probably the
first time, as Mr. M. Carpenter asserts
in his biography from which I pinched
most of my information, the term ’soul
mate’ was used in English. On that
profound note and with an image of
Coleridge standing at a window in the
Lake District, shaving: *. . . I offer up
soap and blood daily as an Eye-Servant
of the Goddess Nature. . . —I will dose.
Your* sincerely,
G e o ff C harlton.
Walsall

situated 1licit*
Ho smells.
I here were nhnty 0f hushes and
underglow th not far away, and no
doubt these 'Ci'Ci! quite adequately for
the small miinbti' present.
I lie original organlifto of the Windsor
Festival hoped « 1 u would continue

on n permanent basis. I his seems to bo
part of their apocalyptic vision, Windsor QEBfcjfcjpjBfcjl il*jl» sfiDBSESlafiDlfiB Great Park taken back by the original
owners, the people of England. At the
time of writing (2SS72» it is of course
impossible to say for certain what will
happen, although It seems unlikely that
anyone will remain after the holiday
period is over.
John Hri nt.

b o lts

Since the above was written the news
has come through that Paul Pawlmvski
was arrested when entering the park with
a consignment of ’pot*, the eating of
which is a part of the ceremonies of his
Church of Aphrodite.

What will you do
with the Criminal ?
rp n i? USE of the word 'Criminal* is
in itself evocative. No one is a
criminal—that is engaged in criminal
nets—all the time Some crimes arc
temporary aberrations of just n moment,
some arc no more than wild pranks, some
arc coldly calculated isolated acts worked
out to produce poinanent or temporary
benefits. The latter group, of small-time
regular offender- perhaps, arc what one
could call the criminal class but since in
these eases the temporary benefits arc
economic or. in psychopathic sexual re
cidivists psychic, ’hi* is not a permanent
behaviour pattern Much crime is ado
lescent and by it4 nature tends to fade
off with more stable years.
The l.ombrosi.in theory of the criminal
type has been proved to be absolute
bunkum. The more respectable bunkum
of the ‘criminal family* of the Jukes and
the llalliknkx ignores the property
structure which makes not only for the
inheritance of cultural poverty but the
inheritance of an environment. The myth
of the criminal (Mafia) type of pro
fessional criminal is largely the product
of the more sensational Sundays. Such
types do exist but their numbers arc
microcosmic and when they do succeed,
as in the USA or Sicily, they become
so entrenched in business and politics
as to become respectable—e.g. the Pro
hibition era.
Crime is a social product and changes
with the manners >nd outlook (mores
and elhos) of society. There is little
that is now illegal
society today that
somewhere at some period has been
legal—indeed, often a duty. On the
other hand there is much that is legal
today (hat somewhere at some period
has been illegal.
The modern aggressive and competitive
society is concerned about crimes against
property. The violence in crime today
is largely in defence of property and
evading arrest for crimes against property.
The violence of the duel, the feud (except
in the political sphere), in fact violence
itself, where divorced from property
rights, plays a minor part In fact, the
glorification of possessivenexs (in TV
adverts for example), whilst necessary for

a competitive capitalist society, in itself
fosters an urge for possession of pro
perty. 'Flic abolition of property would,
in itself, do away with a large proportion,
if nol the majority of crimes.
If this proposal seems too sweeping,
nnd too Utopian for consideration, an
other example seems more humble and
possible—and remotely perhaps, even
necessary, in this form of society. The
motor car—that mixed blessing—it, if
1 remember rightly, responsible for 50%
of eases in (he courts. This is of course
including what the motorist likes to
regard a% trivial offences. But if we
were, in view of the motor car’s toll
of human life, to give the car the true
appellation of an ‘offensive weapon* and
view all motoring offences in that light,
a different picture emerges. Indeed tbo
aggressive urges that lead some to crime
lead some to motoring with the same
fatal results 1
G.A,

96— and still in
the Struggle!
rp H E CURRENT ISSUE of Shrew
**■ (Volume 4, Number 4), produced
by the Stratford Group of the Women’s
Liberation Workshop, is mainly about
the history of women in East London
and includes a double-page article headed
•Lilian Wolfe—Lifetime Resistance*. It
Ls based on an interview with our old
comrade done by Sandy Martin, and
is an excellent account of her long
struggle—a struggle which continues at
the age of 96, since Lilian still travels
up from Cheltenham every week to
spend a day and a half at the National
Council for Civil Liberties and a day
and a half at the War Resistors’ inter
national. That is the most interesting
thing in the paper from our point of
view, but there arc several other very
good articles on the bad old days.—
10p from Women’s Liberation Workshop.
3 Shavers Place, Piccadilly, London,
SAV.l.

‘No Go’ Areas
Dear Comrades.
I would like to make a few criticism*
of some of the libertarian assessments of
the Irish situation which have appeared
in F kitdom in recent weeks. I am not
referring to *HV articles which arc ran
dom lists of atrocities laced with pacifist
or republican sentiments
Cavan McCarthy’s article of S.8.1972
is a fair assessment of how the 'No Go*
areas in (Teggan and ll.igside have been
dominated by militarist power groups
hut I must lake issue with his conclusions
about withdrawing the British Army,
releasing the internees and political (socalled) prisoners and him the procla
mation of a freo, socialist, secular,
united. Ireland would lead to the dis
bandment of the UDA and IRA and ihc
formation of a workers militia (similar
programmes have been outlined in other
articles and editorials in Fki i dom).
These conclusions arc dangerously un
realistic ami contain elements of aggres
sive separatist Republicanism.
For
Republicans Ireland can never be at
pence as long ns it is divided by the
imperialist British government and its
army, although a study of Irish history
would show that (lie selling up and
maintenance of the Northern State was
forced upon the British government and
the separatist republicans by a demo
cratic majority of the people in tho
North who had long-standing economic
nnd other links with British industrial
society Tho Protestant community, the
ruling class and the working class did
not and still do not have any interest In
joining a free, socialist, secular, united
Ireland which the Republicans had and
still have os fheir ideal bjit which they
cannot set up. In reality the Protestants

know that the ideal would become n
separatist. Catholic, small-time capitalist
nation state.
There is no doubt that the Catholic
working class in the small local-based
industries, along with the agricultural
population in the South, had certain in
terests in following the Catholic middle
class towards a separatist nation state,
while the Protcslant working class in the
long-standing large-scale industries of
the North had certain interests in enter
ing into an all class coalition to main
tain their close links with British
capitalism.
Libertarians should recognise this
complex history of the national question
in Ireland and seek to spread under
standing and mutual respect among the
two working classes so that genuine joint
working-class politics on at least a pay
and conditions level can be strengthened.
Both working classes have a long history
of class struggle but their actions arc
not helped by libertarian socialists in
Ireland, in Britain and throughout the
world who misunderstand the situation
and take one side in the present national
collision.
It is important that we understand the
deep roots which Republicanism and
Unionism in all their guises, have among
the two working classes in Ireland but
as internationalists wo must agitate for
working class unity to transform the
future of Ireland free from either domi
nant brand of nationalism implicit or
explicit.
Yours fraternally,
Acton

R o y W il l is .

(A member of Workers’ Association
for Democratic Solution of National
Question in Ireland.)
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From Jimmy Additionally the consumer aspect and
of cash tegixten itui brassy renderings tones arc not there.
of nntionnl ant hem*. 1he steady chants Thomas's heart-cry in 1932 that l.nr- suggestibility of a tv-captivatcd audience
makes a soft sell in sports goods or in
of the untrue platitude ’Sport n,u* Politic* vvood’t binly-linc howling would strain
Imperial relations to Francis Bennion’s the wonder-ingredient which makes the
don e mix* base replaced ‘be manifestly
sporting hero, whether it be subtly ad
untrue ‘Sport and business don’t mix* private prosecution of Peter Main for
when prolcxsionaliuu became tin* obvious Ills allegedly unfair sabotage of South vertised by a link-name for a trophy,
even for tho British sportsman. Now, Africa's cricket fixtures has tho English- the coy intrusion of grandstand billboards
or the cruder testimonials or blatant
this super-mammoth O h topic sp**rt%fest man's creed 'It s not cricket" held sway.
T N A WORLD high on opiate* ami have been cancelled to make way for
The myth handed down from gener sponsorship The occasion is on record
with its frank hearty sommercialism has
**• short on protein the proffering of the Ohmpics
crossed the l’s and dotted the i s of those ation to generation that sport engenders when nn American baseball team timed
The
Greek
myth
of
the
classical
athlete
circuses in place of bread has been a
good relationships between peoples and its frequent appeals to the umpiro so
advertising contracts.
custom since Roman and Greek times. whose ideals were as straight as his
The last Games at Munich in 1936 nations has taken some hard knocks that its sponsors could slip in the sustain
From the Greeks, with their dubious aim with the discus has been supplanted fully exploited the political situation. That
ranging from fisticuffs on the terraces ing commercial.
morals and slave-based democracy, 'he by the ruthless, competitive, drug-stimu utter cad. Adolf Hitler, who obviously (with n recent revelation that Liverpool
•
•
•
Victorians took over the utterly public lated. nationalistic professional who (in never went to a public school, used the and Fverton maintain manacles on their
The Olympics commenced their course
school and vinlc concept of the Olympic the ease of svomcn only) is of a doubtful Games to propagate his Aryan myth ground for use against over-enthusiastic of cementing world friendship through
This all applies, of course, to
Games. This week at a cost of about sev
sportsmen) to riots among lesser breeds; sport with the shooting contest of free
our
opponents
We ourselves, and one and the cull of ‘Strength through Joy*. including the Scots in Spain, to a minor pistol, rapid flro pistol, free rifle, small
£256,000.000. involving 12.500 competi
His cup was dashed from his lips bv
tor* from 121 nations. 3.000 journalists refers, of course, to the British team, the distinctly non-Arvati lc\sc Owens war between two South American States bore rifle, small-bore prone, clay pigeon,
and m iC television coverage for 170 carry on in the true Olympic spirit as
who won too many medals to make on the consequences of a football game. skcct and running boar. F or my money
hours in the fifteen days, the 1972 Games befits good losers.
Last week there came to light the news the Olympics arc the greatest running
open in Munich. Far from international
Somehow the world of reality has the Nazi race theory valid. However, that Celtic and Rangers football teams horc on earth I am not even interested
affairs leading to the cancellation of the passed the Olympics by, the public the whirligig of time has brought the of Glasgow had both declined to soft- in the individual Sabre results.
Olympics, it would seem from relative school spirit barely survived in a world Games to Munich on>:e again and those pedal their respective Protestant and
J a c k RontNsoN.
press coscragc that international affairs of foul play, drowned by the chiming industrious Germans, cvcr-cagcr to be Irish-Catholic affiliations in the interest
thought well of again ,rc working their
passage via an efficient1' -organized Olym of peaceful sport.
With ever-increasing vicariousness of
pics hack into the comity of sport-loving
nations all bound together in the platonic sport, the prc-occupalion of television
with movement and the steady growth
comradeship of competitive sport.
Nevertheless the political overtones of investment in leisure industries, sport
continue, despite all true sportsmen’s has become big business with its sun
endeavours to pretend that the under tanned slave-traffic in professional idols.
Contact Column U
for making contacl!
r p m CONS! RVATIYL Government s and arc estimated as a loss in taxes for
Use Is free, hut
-** rent legislation is one of the most capital gains of £727m. p.n. All these
donations towards
crude money ‘saving* devices of its short figures arc of course before ’fair rents’.
typesetting costs
reign. The risk of rent strikes, mass
It can quite clearly be seen that de
are welcome
evictions, which undoubtedly will be feating the Rents Bill will change only
violent, and further weakening of the the degree of exploitation, and then
councils as the Government's front-men, slightlv. What is really needed is street
docs not seem to deter Meath’s party at by street, estate by estate, organisation
HF PRISON S IN IIN C T S recently ative workers as characterised by the
all. and only about £2$0m will he saved. of tenants against all rents apart from
imposed in |Grcvho*U>v;ikia on 46 long-sufTcririg Communist Party member. Help Fold mid Despatch ‘FREEDOM*
Not that we should expect anything those necessary to pay for actual services.
Details of the composition of the
from a Government which dabbles its Tile executive committees of tenants supporters of DubccN s liberal Com- Czech CP arc very instructive. A recent
Thursdays from 2 p.m . followed by
toes to test the ‘climate of opinion' and associations -ccm unlikely to take things munist dictatorship underline the way
discussion at 7.30 p.m.
official report revealed that only 26 per
in
which
political
niLr>
li'C
in
a
perma
then falls in up to its neck in very hot so far. many of which seem to be filled
cent of the members arc, in fact,
water. We can also expect little from with budding councillors. Several rank- nent state of fear of every real and
workers! In Prague according to Zivot 100 Years of Libertarian Revolution: A
imaginary threat to B’cir power
the political parties in opposition who and-file tenants' groups have been formed
The assortment of academies and Struny. journal of the Prague Central
Progress Report. Meeting to com
call for nationalisation of land and in recent months either spontaneously
Committee, only 6 per cent of workers
Party
officials
who
hail
merely
supported
memorate the Sf. Imier Congress of
building companies. This kind of demand or by intervention from libertarian
arc Party members. The average age of
the First International. Sunday, Sep
mild
reforms
were
variously
charged
is far beyond the organisational wishes groups. This is a hopeful sign as it in
members is 50 and no less than SO per
tember 10. 7.30 p.m., at the Centro
including that they ‘constituted an illegal
of most people who merely want greater dicates a basic understanding of control
cent of the members in Prague |oincd
Ibcrico (Trinity Church Ilall, Iloibom
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